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ABSTRACT

The research is proposed to analyze against the stereotype of being the secondclass of the society in Alexandra Ripley’s Scarlett by a Feminist Approach. The
research sets two objectives: the first is to analyze the novel in term of structural
elements, and the second is to analyze the novel based on the Feminist
Perspective.
This study is a qualitative study using the novel of Alexandra Ripley’s Scarlett as
the object analysis of the study. There are two kinds of data sources: primary and
secondary. The primary data sources is the text of the novel Alexandra Ripley’s
Scarlett and the secondary data sources are some books and article related to the
subject. The method of collecting data in the research is library research by
summarizing, paraphrasing, and documenting the data. In analyzing the data, the
writer employs descriptive analysis.
The outcome of the study is as follows: first, in this novel, Alexandra Ripley wants
to illustrate how women are subordinate in patriarchal society. Second, in this
novel, Alexandra Ripley wants to say that women need to against the stereotype of
being the second-class of the society being to get independence in their life and
that women’s independence is not given but must be struggled for. The last, in this
novel Alexandra Ripley wants to assert that in order to get their independence;
women should rebel against patriarchal society in the issue of women’s
independence, position, role, and participation
Key Words: Against The stereotype of Being The Second-Class of The Society ,
Scarlett, A Feminist Approach.
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1. Introduction
Background of the Study: Everything that happens in our lives and the
world phenomena could be an inspiration for an author to create a literary work,
an author‟s try to bring the realities of life into a world of creation and provide
the best literature work to the world. Every thought that he or she brings in her
literary work can be characterized as her ideology in life. An author‟s point of
view is a perspective, which has coherence and unity, dealing with human
being relationship and its society, or even with the universe. Author‟s view is
also her idea, aspiration, opinion or even suggestion for the problem statement
which she proposed. Furthermore, literary work can be a social criticism for the
society in certain age. One of novels that positions women‟s existence,
independence and equality as the main problem isScarlettwritten by Alexandra
Ripley‟s.
Against refers to something with which you disagree to vote “No” on a
proposal is an example of voting against the proposal.Against refers to
something that is going the other way.
A stereotype is a popular belief about specific types of individuals.
Stereotypes are standardized and simplified conceptions of people based on
some prior assumptions. Another name for stereotyping is bias. A bias is a
tendency, most of these are good, but sometimes stereotyping can turn into
discrimination if we misinterpret a bias and act upon it in a negative manner.
One theory as to why people stereotype is that it is too difficult to take in all of
the complexities of other people as individuals. Even though stereotyping is
inexact, it is an efficient way to mentally organize large blocks of information.
Stereotypes allow individuals to make better informed evaluations of
individuals about whom they possess little or no individuating information, and
in many, but not all circumstances stereotyping helps individuals arrive at more
accurate conclusions. Over time, some victims of negative stereotypes display
self-fulfilling prophecy behavior, in which they assume that the stereotype
represents norms to emulate. Negative effects may include forming inaccurate
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opinions of people, scapegoating, erroneous judgmentalism, preventing
emotional identification, distress, and impaired performance.
Second-class is an informal term used to describe a person who is
systematically discriminated against within a state or other political
jurisdiction, despite their nominal status as a citizen or legal resident there
While not necessarily slaves, outlaws or criminals, second-class have limited
legal rights, civil rights and economic opportunities, and are often subject to
mistreatment or neglect at the hands of their putative superiors
A society, or a human society, is a group of people related to each other
through persistent relations, or a large social grouping sharing the same
geographical or virtual territory, subject to the same political authority and
dominant cultural expectations.
. In the social sciences, a larger society often evinces stratification
and/or dominance patterns in subgroups. Insofar as it is collaborative, a society
can enable its members to benefit in ways that would not otherwise be possible
on an individual basis; both individual and social (common) benefits can thus
be distinguished, or in many cases found to overlap.
Alexandra Ripley was born Alexandra Braid on January 8 1934, the
daughter of an insurance salesman. As an aspiring Southern belle, she was
encouraged to knit and play the piano, but not to read, because reading would
not catch her husband. As a young girl she sold directions to "Rhett Butler's
grave" to gullible tourists. At Ashley Hall finishing school, whose alumna
included the future Barbara Bush, Alexandra was taught correct deportment
and how to sit down when wearing a hooped skirt. A scholarship took her to
Vassar College at Poughkeepsie, New York, to read Russian. She then worked
in the advertising department of Life magazine in New York City and later for
Air France in Washington DC, before marrying Leonard Ripley in 1958.
In 1981, while working in a bookshop, she published her first historical
novel, Charleston. Dedicated to a loan officer who had lent her money to pay
her rent; it quickly became a bestseller, as did her next books, On Leaving
Charleston (1984), The Time Returns (1985), and New Orleans Legacy (1987).
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By the time she was approached by the Ripley estate she was well used to sixfigure advances.
She admitted it would be "a lie" to pretend that the verdict on her efforts
had not hurt her. "People can be so clever, but it's such an easy shot," she
complained. But she could at least take comfort from the favorable reaction
from critics in the South. "Scarlett is a lively book," said the Atlanta
Constitution, "prodigiously researched, meticulously written and a riveting
read." Alexandra Ripley was an American writer best known as the author of
Scarlett (1991)
Alexandra Ripley married, secondly, in 1981, John Graham, a professor
of rhetoric with whom she lived in late 20th century farmhouse in Virginia.
They were separated by the time of her death on January 10. She is survived by
her two daughters from her first marriage to Leonard Ripley, a son in law and
granddaughter, Alexandra Elizabeth.
Scarlett is Alexandra Ripley‟s successful novel, which clearly
learns on her own experience of marriage abuse and torture and the feeling of
humiliation, which produced in her life. Even though, Scarlett tends to
concentrate more to the feeling intensify, the existence of Alexandra Ripley‟s
as a women novelist who lived in late 20th century where the making of this
novel was closely related to the society condition especially women position
that she could not accepted.
The protagonist of the novel is Scarlett O‟Hara, who loves Ashley
Wilkes. However, the reader is soon assured that the most important man in her
life will be the strong and shrewd Rhett Butler. Ashley Wilkes marries Melanie
Hamilton and Scarlett marries Melanie‟s brother Charles, but she soon
widowed. Then she marries Frank Kennedy, her sister fiancé, to save Tara, the
family plantation, and her home. Frank is also killed, and Scarlett finally
marries Rhett Butler
Problem Statement of this research is“How is againstthe Stereotype of
Being

the

Second-Class

of

the

Society

reflected

in

Alexandra

Ripley‟sScarlett?”Limitation of the Study to intensify the analysis, the focus
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of analysis is on the implementation of liberal feminism according to feminist
theory in the novel.
Objective of the Study isto analyze the novel based on the structural
elements and to analyze the novel based on the feminist perspective.
Literature Review related to the writer found that the first series of
Alexandra Ripley‟s novel has been studied by a student of Sebelas Maret
University of Surakarta namely Agung Widodo (2001). She conducted a
research entitled, Marriage and Happiness in Alexandra Ripley’s Scarlett:
Genetic Structuralism Approach. She only wants to study the problem of
Alexandra Ripley‟s Scarlett Genetic Structuralism theory. She focused the one
that tries to stress on the close relation between the literary work and the
society where the work appeared.
An Analysis of English-Indonesian Translation in Novel Alexandra
Ripley’s Scarlett (2001). The researcher is inspired to conduct a research after
reading the researcher written by Reni Lestari. She was a student in
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, her reach is Moral Anxiety in
Alexandra Ripley‟s Scarlett using A Psychoanalytic approach.
Psychoanalytic perspective has been used to study by Tika Agustina
(2005) from Muhammadiyah University of Malang entitled Anxiety in
Alexandra Ripley’s Scarlett: Psychoanalytic perspective. The result of this
study shows that the problem of the major character causes the conflict of her
mental condition. Then, it develops to be anxiety that makes her does some
defenses to overcome her anxiety. She focused shows that the problem of
major character encounters causes the conflict of his mental condition. Then,
it develops to become anxiety and influences him to do some ways to escape
from it.
2. Research Method
In this research, the writer uses a qualitative research. It is library
research while data sources are using literary data. It purposes to analyze the
movie using psychoanalytic perspective. The steps to conduct this research are
(1) determining the type of study, (2) determining the object of the study, (3)
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determining the data and data source, (4) determining technique of data
collection, and (5) determining technique of data analysis.The object of the
study is Alexandra Ripley‟s Scarlett.
There are two data sources that are needed to do this research (1)
Primary Data Source, the primary data source are The primary data is the novel
Scarlett written by Alexandra Ripley, published in 1991 and (2) Secondary
Data Source, Supporting data are taken from other sources such as the author‟s
biography, essay, comments, historical information and other relevant
information.
The technique of data collection used in the study is the library
research. The necessary steps are follows: reading the novel, taking notes of the
important parts in both primary and secondary data source, classifying the data
into some categories, and selecting them by rejecting irrelevant information
that does not support the topic of study.
3. Feminist Theory
a. Notion of Feminism
Feminism is a movement that focused for the equality of position
between men and women in society. “Feminist theoryare thus visions
guided by experiences and experiences corrected by visions” (Mandell,
1995: x). This movement encourages the social, the economic and the
political commitment. They want a legal admit ion for their equality for
their right and notes in public. “Women‟s legal claims defined women‟s
equality entirely in terms of men‟s existing rights and responsibilities and
asserted women‟s right to participate in public life” (Mandell, 1995:xvi).
In social life, gender relation is rising so many dilemmas and as
connection to other in equity and contradictions. Women are still attached to
her family and the world where they want to create the imagination and
reflect it; they still bound to the rules of society that women are not worth
enough than man. Now it is the right time for us to get the real changes “….
the changes that we get is depend on the women itself whether they are
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ready or not to hold the ultimate power with the temptation and the
responsibilities and put on the open democrat ion” (Wolf, 1993:81).
b. Principles ofFeminism
1) Women’s Independence
Independence is an ability to stand on our own foot in taking care
of our own problems and challenge the world makes it for us. For every
woman, independence is a valuable thing that shows their position,
right, role and participation in society. Because for many centuries they
have no rights to choose and to decide what they want and what they do
not want in their life.
Women need to be independent, to make their own way, to
prepare their own future and to become a responsible person. “As
Mrs.Ripley explained to Alexandra Ripley how precarious life is and
the only thing that will save women in this universe is what they have
in their head”
2) The Patriarchal System
For a woman, to have what they want is more than enough for
them. When a woman can not have their own properties and to make a
patriarchal system only to make something is granted in the society, it
seems that the doomed day is come for every woman in this universe
“… then pro-feminists and feminists should be fighting one battle
against a similar enemy – the power of patriarchy” (Mandell,
1995:187).
3) Women’s Position
Women position in late of 20th century was quite good condition
during this period. Even though the women do not belong to the second
society but the still have to walk three steps behind the men. This is an
era where women are having the first time the right to vote and got the
chance to work outside the house. Alexandra Ripleybelieved that
working was a liberal education (http://www.Scarlett.org).
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4) Women’s Right
“In 1923 the American government legally women‟s right to use
pants in any occasion” (Gabriel, 2000:171). “Liberalism constitutes a
philosophy based on the principle of individual liberty, which every
person should be allowed to exercise freedom of choice, unfettered by
either public opinion or law” (Anderson in Mandell, 1995:5). Here the
women try to speak out their thought to get their independence.
5) Women’s Participation
“In 1920 for the first time in American history women‟s have a
right to vote for their president election” (An Outline of American
History, 281). This is the first time in American history women get their
first participation in politic.
4. Social Background of USA at the Late 20th Century
a. Social Aspect
In the last quarter of the 20th century, the United States underwent
social changes as well as economic ones. By the century's end, Americans
were vastly more diverse. The new diversity reflected rising immigration
rates, a legacy of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965. The act had
abolished quotas based on national origins that favored northern and
western Europeans and imposed the first limits on immigrants from the
western hemisphere. According to the law, 170,000 migrants could enter
annually from the eastern hemisphere and 120,000 from the western
hemisphere. The act exempted spouses, children, and parents of U.S.
citizens from these numerical limits.
1) Social Structure
a) The Wealthy
The upper world has their own rules and activities, and they
would not please a stranger in their neighborhood.
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b) The Middle Class
They were having a good job with a good wages benefits.
They also have enough money left in their pockets and afford to buy
a decent apartment or house to live with their family.
c) The Poor
The poor were the lower group among this social status. They
were the people who always lack of money in their pocket, and the
worst is sometimes they can not even find any food to eat.
d) Working Class
The working class was occupied by the people who became
labors in rural farm at first when the agriculture price down and
landowner lost their profit, they were gave up their business and
fired the workers.
2) Social Status
In the late of 20th centuries, the social status of America dominated
by the poor in the United States were black worsened what was already
the gravest American social problem. Though individual blacks had won
recognition in the arts, in sports, in entertainment, and often in business
and the professions, blacks in general were handicapped by the failure of
American society to provide them with equal opportunities for education
and for jobs. This was true not only in the South but also in the cities of
the North, where during the war hundreds of thousands of blacks had
flocked to work.
3) Family and Social Relation
McKay stated that family is the basic unit of social organization; an
institution composes the web of history (McKay, 1983: 694). There were
many things caused problems in family life. 1920s families biggest
problem started when they were lost communication each other. The old
generation was belief that the changes too fast and the young generation
considered extremely rude. And the young generation would not hear
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anything comes from the older anymore (Davis and Woodman,
1984:397).
4) Immigration
The new immigration of the late 20th century differed from that of
a century earlier. By the 1980s only 10 percent of immigrants were
Europeans. According to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 5
million illegal immigrants lived in the United States in 1996. The largest
number of illegal aliens in the 1990s came from Mexico, El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Haiti.
b. Economic Aspect
In the last quarter of the 20th century, the United States moved toward
a postindustrial economy, one based more on services and information
processing than on manufacturing. In the 1970s industrial production
declined, most significantly in iron, steel, autos, rubber, and textiles.
Competition from abroad, such as auto and steel imports from Japan and
Germany, forced many Americans out of well-paying jobs, and the
manufacturing sector continued to shrink.
c. Religious Aspect
The New Age movement proved to be one of the West‟s most
significant religious phenomena of the 20th century. It improved the image
of older esoteric religious groups, which continue to be referred to as the
New Age community, and allowed many of its largest groups to find a place
in the West‟s increasingly pluralistic culture. Although its vision of massive
social transformation died, the movement attracted hundreds of thousands of
new adherents to one branch or other of the Western esoteric-metaphysical
tradition. More than one-fifth of adults in the West give credence to
astrology; an equal number have practiced some form of meditation. Three
to five million Americans identified themselves as New Agers or as
accepting.
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d. Cultural Aspect
Critics argue that multicultural education creates conflict among
groups more than it fosters tolerance of one group for another. Cultural
pluralism, critics contend, promotes rivalry and divisions. Moreover, they
assert, European traditions remain central to American culture and
institutions. Some critics find multiculturalism a token gesture designed to
hide continuing domination of American culture by the majority group.
Others argue that recognition of cultural differences and group identities
does not help address social and economic disadvantages.
1) Art and Architecture
At the late of 20th the modernism in art and architecture was begun,
Art Deco was the most popular American style. It was referred to the
modernity of American people. The famous building in New York,
Empire State building was built by its designed in this era.
2) Fads and Fashion
While high fashion had greatly declined during the free-for-all of
the 1960s and 1970s, the 1980s saw a definite rise in the popularity of
designer styles. Wealthy people across the country flocked to New York
boutiques and Paris fashion shows to purchase directly from designers‟
lines, while mass producers replicated the high fashions for the general
public. (http://kclibrary.nhmccd.edu/decade20.html). Power and money
dominated the styles of the 1980s, with women donning expensive
business suits and dresses during the day and extravagant designer gowns
in the evening (Davis and Woodman, 1984:395).
3) Books and Literature
This era was emerging many names in literature, such as, F. Scott
Fitzgerald who successfully caught the feeling of American people and
writes it in a book. There was also Ernest Hemmingway, the famous poet
for all the time which decides moves to Europe and they soon called as
the Lost Generation. They were looking for freedom for what they belief
in a new place. There was also H.L. Mecken who becomes a hero after
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pointing American people hypocrisy and bribery in American lifestyle.
(United States Foreign Affairs Department, 2004: 285).
4) Film and Radio
This advance made movie a big business and dollar as the result.
1927 was the first time for American people in movie industry gets the
Oscar and stand in red carpet at Kodak Theater.
In 1975 radio became a mass market product, the number of
America radio owner more than 60% in 1979 and it makes the American
family gathered together in living room around the radio and listen to the
broadcast. As the radio owner number was increase the radio stations
also sprung around United States. This advance was affected to the
American culture by creating tension between the modernity and the
American tradition (www.kn.pacbell.com).
e. Political Aspect
With dwindling support since the 1960s, the Democratic Party had
trouble electing its presidential candidates. As a moderate “New Democrat,”
Bill Clinton in 1992 bucked the trend. He supported centrist, middle-class
goals such as efficient government, economic growth, a balanced budget,
and health-care reform.
f. Science and Aspect Technology
Many of the technological advances in the second half of the 20th
century led to improvements in communications and the processing of
information. In addition, many products and services introduced in the first
half of the century came into common use in the second half as a result of
improvements in their quality and reductions in their cost. Telephones,
radios, refrigerators, and cars became ubiquitous. Air travel became
commonplace rather than a novelty. (bg.emcweb.com).
g. Women’sCondition
In the nineteenth century, in society, women condition and their
existence were still weak. Man was still recognized as the leader in the
family and the society, whereas woman was only recognized for their
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tenderness, feminine and decorous. It makes the women get the second level
in the society. From the point of view that women are considerably weaker
and less of capability than man. Because of this reason, women need to
struggle to get independence in their life; independence would not come
instantly if you are not trying to get it.
h. Biography of Alexandra Ripley
Alexandra Ripley was born Alexandra Braid on January 8 1934, the
daughter of an insurance salesman.A scholarship took her to Vassar College
at Poughkeepsie, New York, to read Russian. She then worked in the
advertising department of Life magazine in New York City and later for Air
France in Washington DC, before marrying Leonard Ripley in 1958.
In 1981, while working in a bookshop, she published her first
historical novel, Charleston. Dedicated to a loan officer who had lent her
money to pay her rent; it quickly became a bestseller, as did her next books,
On Leaving Charleston (1984), The Time Returns (1985), and New Orleans
Legacy (1987). By the time she was approached by the Ripley estate she
was well used to six-figure advances.
"Scarlett is a lively book," said the Atlanta Constitution,
"prodigiously researched, meticulously written and a riveting read."
Alexandra Ripley was an American writer best known as the author of
Scarlett (1991)
Alexandra Ripley married, secondly, in 1981, John Graham, a
professor of rhetoric with whom she lived in late 20th century farmhouse in
Virginia. They were separated by the time of her death on January 10. She is
survived by her two daughters from her first marriage to Leonard Ripley, a
son in law and granddaughter, Alexandra Elizabeth.
5. Research Finding
a. Feminist Principles
1) Women’s Independence
In her education Scarlett was getting the best their parents could
give to her, and actually Scarlett was interested in men‟s business
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because it makes money. She was the only woman in her County who
had the lumber.
Atlanta had been scandalized enough when Scarlett, a woman, began operating
the sawmill but, as time went by, the town decided there was no limit to what
she would do (S: 668).

In Scarlett, Scarlett refuses to give up and leave her dream behind,
what she wants is what she gets, there is nothing could block her way, so
she does the best she could to realize things she would. And it is for
every woman to get their own independence.
2) Women Versus the Patriarchal System
The women in Alexandra Ripley‟s Scarlett were always tried to
refuse the patriarchal system. Mrs. Tarleton is one of the fascinating
characters that show in Alexandra Ripley‟s Scarlett. She dares to rebel
Mr. O‟Hara‟s words about marriage.
“I don‟t care what you say Mr. O‟Hara,” Mrs. Tarleton was saying
emphatically. “Its all wrong, this marrying of cousins (S: 89).

The rebellion against the patriarchal system does not end because
the men were trying to lock their mouth. It shows when Scarlett was
trying to rebel a men‟s words and fight against their arrogance.
“Still high and mighty, aren‟t you? Well, I know all about you. I know you
haven‟t shoes for your feet. I know your father turned idiot-“
“Get off this place!”
“Oh, you won‟t sing that way very long. I know you‟re broke. I know you can‟t
even pay your taxes. I came out here to offer to buy this place from you- to
make you a right good offer. Emmie had a hankering to live here. But, God, I
won‟t give you a cent now! You highflying, bog trotting Irish will find out
who‟s running things around here when you get sold out for taxes. And I‟ll buy
this place, lock, stock and barrel-furniture and all I‟ll live in it.”
So it was Jonas Wilkerson who wanted Tara-Jonas and Emmie, who in some
twisted way thought to even past slights by living in the home where they had
been slighted. All her nerves hummed with hate, as they had hummed that day
when she shoved the pistol barrel into the Yankee‟s bearded face and fired. She
wished that she had that pistol now.
“I‟ll tear this house down, stone by stone, and burnt it and sow every acre with
salt before a see either of you put foot over this threshold,” she shout “Get out, I
tell you! Get out” (S: 538).
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3) Women’s Position
The major character of this novel is Scarlett O‟Hara. She has
drowna lower position. It is expressed When Frank Kennedy forbids
Scarlett to think about the family business because its men‟s business.
„If she were a man she would have that mill, if she had to mortgage the store to
raise the money. But , when she intimated this delicately to Frank, the day after
they married, he smiled and told her not to bother her sweet pretty little head
about business matters‟ (S: 616).

That was not the only thing that shows the readers that women
have the lower position than a man, because men still think that women
is a fragile little creature that need their protection.
“I‟m so clumsy,” he said. “I should have told you more gently. I forgot how
delicate ladies are. I‟m sorry I‟ve upset you so. You don‟t feel faint, do you?
Can I get you a glass of water?”
“No,” she said, and manages a crooked smile.
“Shall we go sit on the bench?” he asked, taking her arm.
„She nodded and he carefully handed her down the front steps and led her
across the grass to the iron bench beneath the largest oak in the front yard. How
fragile and tender woman are, he taught, the mere mention of war and harshness
makes them faint‟ (S: 124).

If women take a look to this novel, they can see so many things
portraits so clearly that women in the society of the novel is under the
man. In other words, women‟s position is not equal with the men in this
novel.
4) Women’s Role
In Scarlett,Scarlett was not the only woman who had a role in the
society. They were Mrs. Meriwether, Mrs. Elsing and Mrs. Whiting,
were the pillars of Atlanta.
„They ran the three churches to which they belonged, the clergy, the choirs and
the parishioners. They organized bazaars and presided over sewing circles, they
chaperoned balls and picnics, and they were authorities in the genealogies
everyone who was anyone in Georgia, South Carolina and Virginia‟ (S: 149).

Women‟s role is also presented by Beatrice Tarleton in this novel.
Mrs. Tarleton is the owner of large cotton plantation and she is a very
nice person.
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„Beatrice Tarleton was a busy woman, having on her hands not only large
cotton plantation, a hundred negroes and eight children, but the largest horse
breeding farm in the state‟ (S: 6).

This novel shows many aspects in women‟s characters life that
they have a role in the society. Whether is an ultimate role or just a small
role? In this novel Alexandra Ripley tries to show to the readers that
women are also have a role in society.
5) Women’s Participation
Scarlett was participating to rescue her home and land, where
everybody tries to get her land for their interest.
“Vote!” she cried. “Vote! What on earth has voting got to do with all this,
Will? Its taxes we‟re talking about….. Will, everybody knows that a good
plantation Tara is. We could mortgage it for enough to pay the taxes, if we had
to.”
“Miss Scarlett you ain‟t any fool but sometimes you talk like one. Who‟s got
any money to lend you on this property? Who except the Carpetbaggers who are
tryin‟ to take Tara away from you? Why, everybody‟s got land. Everybody‟s
land pore. You can‟t give away land.”
“I‟ve got those diamond earbobs I got off the Yankee. We could sell them.”
“Miss Scarlett, who „round here has got money for earbobs? Folks ain‟t got
money to buy side meat, let alone gewgaws. If you‟ve got ten dollars in gold, I
take oath that‟s more than most folks have got.” (S: 524)

Scarlett also participates in making decision when she tries to
raise her husband business. And make it bigger than before.
“She could imagine how Frank would moan when she broached such an idea to
him. Take the jewelry and property of his friends! Well, she shrugged; he can
moan all he likes. I‟m going to tell him that he may be willing to stay poor for
friendship‟s sake but I‟m not. Frank will never get anywhere if he doesn‟t get
up for gumption. And he‟s got to get somewhere! He‟s got to make money,
even if I‟ve got to wear the pants in the family to make him do it.” (S: 621).

The other participation is demonstrated when Scarlett work
harder than ever in her pregnancy time to get much money for her family.
Everyone in her family did not understand about all the things that she
wanted actually.
“She thought of Wade and the secret she had carried silently for some days. No,
she didn‟t want her children raised in the welter of hate and uncertainty, of
bitterness and violence lurking just below the surface, of poverty and grinding
hardships and insecurity. She never wanted the children of hers to know what
all this like.” (S:650).
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6. Conclusion
The conclusions that can be drawn by the researcher from these studies
are as follows:
First, in Scarlett, Alexandra Ripley wants to illustrate how woman
could be place in super ordinate in patriarchal society. It is based on the reality
in society that women‟s independence is still three steps behind the men‟s
have.
Second, in Scarlett, Alexandra Ripley wants to say that women have to
againstthe stereotype of being the second-class of the society to get
independence in their life, and that women‟s independence are not given but
must be struggled for.
Third, in Scarlett, Alexandra Ripley wants to deliver her thoughts for
every reader that they have to struggle to get their independence although you
have to fight against your own society.
Ripley creates the main character such as Scarlett O‟Hara, Rhett
Butler, Ashley Wilkes and Melanie Wilkes effectively. There is complete
description of its character. Ripley‟s attention to character is mediated by a
strong sense of historical and cultural climate. The appearance of the other
character can supports Ripley‟s Scarlett in the first half of nineteenth century
fairy tale. Actually it is a model to describe the rural people in the middle of
Civil War; Mr. the O‟Hara financial downfall same with the other people in the
country as one of the Civil War effect.Ripley creates Scarlett as the central
character in purpose to get a better understanding for the reader of the novel
that you have to struggle until your last breath to get what you want in your
life. You need to become a smart and strong person to face this world, this is
the exact way to give critics to the society and to give them the support because
the society in Ripley‟s time was need to be raised.
In Scarlett, Alexandra Ripleythe women into the second-class citizen of
the society. As the final result women doesn‟t have a rights to choose and to
decide what they want. Alexandra Ripley‟s was one of the women who really
aware of this condition. She realized that women have a lot of difficulties to get
their independence.
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